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WILLIAM MARINA
Just what is it we are celebrating with the
Bicentennial? With a few notable exceptions, much of
the reality and significance of the American Revolution seems to have escaped the American people and
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excerpted from his forthcoming The American Revolution as
a People's War.
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a large segment of the historical profession, judging

from what has been published during the Bicentennial.
Was the American Revolution, for example, a
people's war? Last year in an article in REASON
(June 1975), I pointed out that the widespread idea
that it was a minority movement is based on a
misreading of a letter from John Adams t o James
Lloyd, dated January 1831, located in volume 10 of
Adam's Works. A close reading makes i t clear that
Adams was discussing American opinion about the
French Revolution in the 1790's when he wrote of a
third being for the Revolution, a third against it, and
a third "lukewarm."
I do not claim credit for the Bxpose of that
july 1976

misreading, which is found in numerous books dating
back a t least t o 1902. The error was first pointed out
in 1954 in The American Revolution by John R.
Alden, who was cited by R. R. Palmer five years later
in his The Age of the Democratic Revolution, and the
error was discussed in detail by Herbert Aptheker in
The American Revolution a year after Palmer's book.
Yet in the 1970's, a t the approach of and into the
celebration of the Bicentennial, the repetition and
perpetuation of the minority myth, based upon the
misreading of Adam's letter, continues unabated. To
cite just a few sources: the colonial historian Darrett
B. Rutman mentioned it in a book in 1971, as did the
historian Oscar Handlin in an article in The American
Scholar the same year; the next year it was noted by
Daniel Ellsberg in his book, by Alistair Cooke in his
television program "America" and the book of the
same name, and by the conservative social critic
Irving Kristol in a presentation; it was reiterated in
1974 by Thomas H. Greene in a book on comparative
revolutions, in 1975 by Sydney B. Harris in several
columns; and just recently by the historian Page
Smith, whose magnificent two-volume work A New
Age Now Begins is otherwise dedicated to demonstrating the American Revolution as a majority
movement (Smith avoids an apparent contradiction
by suggesting Adams' estimate referred t o the beginning of the Revolution).
I hope that lengthy list, just for the 1970's, has not
bored the reader, but I thought it necessary to
establish the pervasiveness of the misreading of the
letter. A very large number of intellectuals apparently
find something very appealing in the notion that
social change is caused by a minority. A variation of
the minority theme, found in the work of British
historians such as W. E. H. Lecky and Eric Robson,
admits an American majority but sees it as very much
manipulated by a clever group of leaders.
We will skip over the questionable methodology of
all those who have cited the Adams letter. Common
sense ought to lead one t o ask what kind of Gallup
Poll Adams had upon which to base such an estimate,
why it was better than the estimates of other
participants, and how that estimate could be reconciled with others by A d a m indicating a clear American majority.

A DANGEROUS MYTH
With the misreading of the Adams letter out of the
way, the question still remains whether the American
Revolution was a majority movement, and it i s a very
important one. If, for example, the Founding Fathers
had thought they were only a minority it would be
difficult to avoid viewing them as rather hypocritical,
for they constantly spoke of the will of the majority
as second only t o natural law.
The fascination of the minority interpretation is
closely linked with what must be regarded as the
other significant, and much debated, question about
the Revolution-Was it a true social revolution or
july 1976

merely a colonial rebellion? For a long time now an
anti-revolutionary outlook has been growing in America, reflected in the historiography of the American
Revolution. At the heart of that outlook is the
arrogance of power that some of the Founding
Fathers such as John Adams criticized as the essence
of empire. Since late in the 19th century there has
been ample evidence in the American experience t o
demonstrate the growth of that attitude. A number
of the antistatists of the Old Right spoke out against
this trend, and I have written a t length about it, most
recently in REASON (Feb. 1976). Suffice it t o say
here that the notion'of a minority having effected the
American Revolution meshes nicely with the idea
that the Imperial Republic ought t o be run by a
group of policymakers who, in their wisdom about
"world order," have a better sense about what is good
for the American people than the people themselves.
Given that antirevolutionary, elitist attitude, in a
century filled with violent and radical revolutionary
upheaval, it is perhaps natural that some should seek
to find in the American Revolution an exception to
these recent struggles. Hence the interpretation of the
American Revolution as only a colonial rebellion to
protect existing American rights from the encroachment of British power.
There is much wisdom in the observation that, like
all historical occurrences, the American Revolution
was a unique event. That insight, however, can
become quite divorced from reality if it obscures the
ways in which the Revolution was similar to a
number of such upheavals. The American patriot
David Ramsay was talking about a "people's war"
long before Mao Tse-tung. American revolutionary
Committees of Safety were extracting "recantations'' and "confessions" after lengthy sessions with
individuals who expressed doubts about the struggle
decades before "brainwashing " and "coercive persuasion" were carried to their logical conclusions by
Communist revolutionists and psychologists. And
George Washington was writing about an American
strategy to "protract" the conflict many years before
Communist tacticians worked out a plan for "protracted conflict."
In short, one need not go to the writings of Lenin,
Trotsky, Mao, Chd Guevara, or V o Nguyen Giap nor
study the revolutions with which they were associated t o learn about the principles of revolutionary
warfare. The events of the American Revolution are
filled with examples of the discovery and working out
of the essentials of those principles. Note, for
example, this assessment by Washington's young aide,
Alexander Hamilton, hardly a radical: "To avoid a
general engagement" it was sometimes necessary t o
"give up objects of the first importance." To the
question, "What i s to hinder the enemy from carrying
every important point and ruining us?" he replied:
"Our hopes are not placed in any particular city, or
spot of ground, but preserving a good army, furnished
with proper necessities, t o take advantage of favor-
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After a long three-year absence, Dr. Wallace’s classic POKER, A
GUARANTEED INCOME FOR LIFE by using the ADVANCED
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especially. the biggest money-generating book on poker ever
written (e.g., poker players who previously purchased this manual
have increased their total winnings by a conservatively estimated
$63,000,000 per year since 1968). This book will again be withdrawn from circulation sometime in 1976 or possibly in 1977 and
will not be republished until the 1979 or 1980 revised edition.
Since 1968, well over 100 magazine, newspaper and syndicated
reviews have identified the ruthlessly effective, highly profitable
information in this book. For example: the New Haven Register
reports, “Cutthroat. May shock the casual reader. One of the most
readable and informative volumes to appear.” The Financial Times
reports, “A definitive treatment. High degree of sophistication.
Extremely pleasant to read.” Rx Sports and Travel reports, ‘‘A
lot of people who have always figured themselves to be poker
players are going to find they belong with the ribbon clerks before
they’ve read two pages of a new book by a plain-talking scholar.
This book starts where the other poker manuals fold. Dr Wallace
demolishes many a cherished poker rule of thumb. If you’re a
poker player, this book would have to be the best investment
you’ve ever made.”
A well-known TV personality read the following affidavit about
the Poker Manual on the TO TELL THE TRUTH show - .. a
brutallv realistic. ruthlesslv objective book on Doker Dlavinn in
the seienties, POKER, A GUARANTEED INCOME FOR LIFE.”
But more importantly, what are those who paid hard cash for
this book saying? Consider a few of the several-hundred signed,
unsolicited testimonials we have in our files:
“One o f the very few really honest and informative books I have
ever read.” W.B., NE. “Hail,Dr. Wallace. The first book on poker
that really makes a difference.”T.W., WV. “Since reading Dr.
Wullace’s book, I have w y 5 consecutive times. A t ten times the
price, it is still a bargain. H.B., KY. “P$d for the book ten times
over the first two games after I read it. J.M., T X . “Most poker
books attempt fp tell you how to play poker, yours tells you how
to win money. S.V., TX. “Dynamite! Like having a license to
steal.” D.W., PA. “Remarkable results. W f n 4 out of 5 sessions.
For first time really can contr$ the action. D.O.,NJ. “Increased
my winnings by 500 percent. F.J., T X . “My game has improved
1000%.”G.H.,GA. “Iknow it’s not luck now.”A.M., OH. “It
is all you said i?,was.” G.B., PA. “I don’t dare let my fellow
players read it. L.M., NY. “Now that I have it, please stop
selling it.” O.S.,AK. “The DTC methfds-what a difference. My
profits have increased at least 6 times. H.M., CA. “Decided to
give our son this book instead of sendifg him to college. Z.P.,
VA. “Bold, brazen, shocking, fantastic. DrCG., IA. “A super
masterpiece.’’ C.Y., CA. “One of the most fascinating books I
have read*I
to read some Or
o f this book twice Or
more times with increasing appreciation of this masterpiece. Had
so
much
thought
provoking
carryover
that
15
minutes
an hour
of reading,,drew me into an additional hour or
so of to
enjoyable
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This 100,000-word manual by Frank R. Wallace shows, step by step
how you can win considerable money by applying the Advancec
Concepts of Poker. (Anyone can apply these concepts to any leve
8 of action.) Here are the topics of 24 of the 120 Advanced Concepts.
How to be an honest player who cannot lose at poker.
8 How to increase your advantage so greatly that you can break
most games at will. How to prevent games from breaking up.
>I
How to win fast. How to avoid winning too fast.
opponents.
HOW to extract maximum money from
k~ How to keep losers in the game. How to make winners quit.
How to mollify players. How to hurt players.
0
How to lie and practice deceit. (Only in poker can you d o this
.-cnc and remain a gentlemen.) How to be a nonvmbler, poker player.
E How to see unexposed cards without cheatmg.
I How to remember all exposed cards and ghost hands.
f; How to read closed hands of opponents. Haw to avoid being read.
How t o beat dishonest players and cheaters.
6 How to control the rules. How to jack up the stakes.
f How to produce sloppy and careless attitudes in opponents.
‘P How to make good players disintegrate into poor players.
8 How to manipulate opponents through distractions and hypnosis.
How to locate or create new games for bigger and quicker profits.
0
How to operate major & minor league games with farm systems.
f Any or all of the 120 “Advanced Concepts of Poker” can be
mastered by using the unique DTC technique. This technique will
allow you to control poker games and all of your opponents.
,O In addition to offering these powerful, money-making concepts,
c this book is an in-depth, definitive treatment of poker. The
appendix, for example, contains the most complete glossary,
8 bibliography, history . . . and the only accurately defined tables of
3 odds ever published. And, very important, the fundamental errors
*.
g embraced by the 147 poker books published in the past ninety
E years are systematically identified in this radically different book.
This book is also crucial for defense . . . for protection against
Q:
players secretly using these concepts to extract your money.
You can now buy this hardbound manual directly from the
publisher for $14.95 plus 904 shipping and insurance.(Not available
in papzback 21i i b2okitof_es._Priz afte~,9/l-/75is2 1L50,+
Credit Card Orders: PHONE TOLL FREE (800) 228-2070, ext. 1 4 7
I (All states, except Neb. Call 2 4 hrs., incld. Sun.) (or order b y mail)
copies of
I & 0 Publishin Company, Inc. Please send me
I 224 North Las $egas Boulevard Dr. Wallace’s updated and revised
I Las
Vegas, Nevada 89101
book, POKER, A Guaranteed
....................................................
410-day money-back guarantee Income for Life by Using the
backs this and every b o o k sold Advanced Concepts of Poker, for
b y our company since 1 9 6 8 .
$14.95 + 9Od shipping & insurance.
I ..........................................................................................................
I (Check one) 0I enclose payment 0Bill my credit card account

Y

.

I--

Name .............................................................
II Street ............................................................

2042

..............

0Master Charge

OBankAmericard
reflection.
H.F.,
MA.
“One
of
the
most
intelligenf!y
written
books I have ever read-regardless of the subject. A,S,, N y . I City ...............................................................
OAmerican Express
‘‘A many faceted book. you get a<!itiona1 meaningon the second I State ......................................
Zip ................. Exp. Date ........;.........
reading and more on the third. R.E., T X . “Have read it 5
I
times. ’ H.H.,MO. “Page 6 is the key to stock v r k e t success!” I
Credit Card No. .....................................
......&..
................... I
W.K., IL. “Worth reading for every businessman. B.K.9 OH. “hI For faster delivery, add: 0 5 0 . 9 5 sp. Del. 0 5 3 . 7 5 U.S. Air Mail
mensely practical psychology.” R.H., CA. “Keenanalysis of greedy
minds.”J.L,,CO. An e m p t y envelope
In protest,Rev.H.M, I For foreign orders, add: 0 5 1 .SO Surface 0 6 7 . 6 5 Foreign Air Mall I
(All books shlpped in nonldentltylng cartons)
I
“Probably the best strategy book around. So beautifully printed I
A powerful offensive and defensive weapon
it looks and feels like a Bible, but this is a precision textbook on
I
for poker players and non-poker players alike.
how to be ruthless. Just reading it is a little frightening.” R.M., I
Whole Earth Catalog.“A wealth of new ideas and concepts.” F.L., I
G i f t card enclosed o n reciuzt.-*
I

- - - - -*- - - - - - - -

-----

Natlonally Advertlsed In TIME M A G A Z I N E , N E W S W E E K , T W A A M B A S S A D O R , N. Y . T I M E S , F O R T U N E , E S Q U I R E , D U N ’ S , ,FORBES,
THE E C O N O M I S T , T R U E , U.S.NEWS, SClENTlFiZ P M F q i C f W i A ? lrditil’,oble glft for anyone Interested In poker, buslness or money.
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PSYCHUOUS SEX
**

Guaranteed for Life

ROMANTIC LOVE

b)) using the

Advanced Concepts

* A totally new approach to sex and love.
Completely different from any book ever written.
Unique self-editing and tear-out features throughout the book.
*This book isguaranteed to be the best . . .the most interesting,
practicaland consistently valid book on sex and love ever
published.
0 Backed by the ironclad, no-risk guarantee that has stood behind
every book sold by I & 0 Publishing Company since 1968.

This new and definitive 500,000-word manual b y Dr. Frank R . Wallace is one of the
most expensive books on sex or love o n the market today. But this telephone-book-size,
highly readable manual offers more new, valid and immediately useable sexual and romantic-love information than all
other books o n sex and love combined In fact, this book guarantees the delivery of Psychuous Sex to every man and
woman who uses these comvletely new Advanced Concepts of Romantic Love. A n ironclad, money-back guarantee stands
behind both this statement and this book.
A Few Titles from the
A Few Titles from the
Content Summary
146 Advanced Concepts of Romantic Love
114 Tear-Out Tables and Forms
of This Book
Concept #
4 Potential Errors in This Book
6 Universal Sexual Orientation
9 Happiness and Logic
13 Benefits from Romantic Love
14 Psychuous Sex vs. Sensuous Sex
15 Psychuous Sex, Custom-Made
16 Psychuous Sex, Intensity
23 Dogma, Rules and Guilt Eliminated
24 Good and Bad Actions
27 Ultimate Sexual Reward
28 Freedom from Sexual Criticism and Guilt
30 Selfish vs. Selfless View
31 Cost of Sacrifice
36 Harmful Books
39 Deceptive Techniques of Mysticism
53 Aesthetic Pleasures
54 Value of Emotions
58 Value of Fearlessness
61 Casual vs. Serious Sex
64 Saturation Sex
66 Sexual Errors
67 Limitations of Sex, Love and Pleasure
69 End of a Good Relationship
72 Childbearing Agreement
78 Unnecessary Sexual Aging
80 Adolescent Sex
84 Seduction Techniques-Casual, Serious, Mutual
85 Physical Beauty
91 Best Route to Optimum Fitness and Thinness
93 Aphrodisiacs-Negative and Positive
95 Romantic Love Standards
98 Locating Sexual-Romantic Partners
99 Sexual Shyness-Identification and Cure
110 Sexual Taboos
114 Rights of Children
116 Oppression and Freedom-Past and Present
117 Political Platform for Psychuous Sex, Romantic
Love and Long-Range Happiness
120 Government Death Machines
122 The “Playboy Forum”, Lenny Bruce, Anti.
Obscenity Laws, Censorship, the Supremf
Court and Mind Control
123 Objective Pornography
124 Erotic Fiction and Movies
126 Failure-to-Judge Syndrome
127 Emotional Conclusions vs. Objective Conclusions
128 Four Levels of Communication
132 Psyche Death and Its Prevention
136 Poetry, A Poison to Romantic Love vs. the Need
for Valid Art
138 Beyond Experiencing
139 Value Exchange in Romantic Love
140 Friendship vs. Romantic Love
143 Vertical Thinking vs. Lateral Thinking in Rychuous
Sex and Romantic Love
144 The Best Period of All History-Now
145 Human Biological Immortality
146 Psychuous Sex and Romantic Love Forever
93 other Advanced Conce ts of Romantic Love
480-page, split-column 8 ~x ’ manual
Copyright@ 1975 by RIB1
I

_
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The discovery and identification of
Psychuous Sex.
Section I-Precise
and in-context
definitions of 28 key words and
concepts vs. the distorted meanings of these same words and
concepts as used by the media.
Section 11-Capsule Summaries of the
Advanced Concepts of Romantic
Love classified into 10 subject
a t e ones.
, Sectionh-literature S w e of 3000
books about Love and l e x from
2B.C. to the present. Detailed
analysis of 113 contemporary
love and sex manuals.
, Section IV-128 key events in the
History of Love and Sex from
1300 B.C. to 2080 A.D.
, Section V-Common Concepts and 62
Fallacies about Sex and Love.
, Section VI-The 146 Advanced Concepts of Romantic Love (see left
column for some titles).
, Appendix A-Two
Letters about
Friendship and Love.
Appendix B-Glossary and pronunciation guide for 776 words related
to sex and love.
Appendix C-Bibliography and information summanes for 201 books.
Appendix &Review and Conclusions.
Character Index-86 individuals, some
involved in sexual-love expenences.
Subject Index-Over
lo00 subjects
indexed.
Addendum and notes.
*Order this book directly from I & 0
Publishing Company for limited, firstedition copies. This printing $12.95
plus 854 shipping. Price of next printing will increase to $17.50.
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Table #
1 The Structure of the Advanced
Concepts of Romantic Love
3 Happiness Test
4 Route to Psychuous Pleasures
5 Sexual-Quality Test
6 SexualCapacity Test
7 Controllers of a Person’s Future
11 Best Selling Sex Manuals-Rated
and Evaluated
12 Major Contributors to Sexual
Knowledge
14 Books of Value vs. Books of
Destruction
23 Divorce Conditions
24 Contract for Cohabitation
26 Communication Map
27 Jealousy Cycle and the Poison Core
28 Sex Books for Children-Rated and
Evaluated
33 Drug and Alcohol Damage to Sex
35 Places and Methods to Meet
Romantic Love Partners
38 Status of Women Since 1300 B.C.
41 Pleasure Highs
43 Philosophical Choices
45 Aristotelian Course of History
47 Humor Test
50 Historical Oppression
5 1 Future Freedom
53 Protection of Property, Love and
Happiness from Government
Destruction
55 Sexual- Adventure Advertisements
57 Pornographic Film Personalities
62 Life Styles Characterized
63 Four-Dimensional Rychuous Pleasure
64 Ego States in Sex and Love
67 Psychuous-Sex Growth vs. Psychu
ous-Sex Death
73 Real Symbols vs. Unreal Symbols
74 Love, Sex and Friendship Potentials
75 Abstract Values vs. Tangible Values
79 Utopias Projected and Rejected
Plus 80 other tables and forms

_______________________________________
Please send me .............copies of Frank R. Wallace’s

II t 0 Publishing Company
1 224 N. Las Vegas Boulevard

ILas Vegas, Nevada 89101

new book, PSYCHUOUS SEX GUARANTEED FOR I
LIFE by using the ADVANCED CONCEPTS OF1
ROMANTIC LOVE, for $12.95 plus 85$ shipping.l

(Check one) 0I enclose payment 0Bill my credit card account
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0Master Charge II
I STREET................................................................................
0BankAmericard II
I
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0Diners’ Club I\
I.
I STATE ...................................... ZIP CODE...........................
OAmerican Express1
I
I
For faster delivery, add: [J$0.95 Sp. Del. Card # .............................................
I
I
I 0 $ 4 . 7 5 Air Mail n$l.S5
Foreign Mail Expiration Date ..............................
I
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F
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able opportunities, and to waste and defeat the
enemy by piecemeal." Could any of our 20th-century
writers on "guerrilla" or "counterinsurgency" warfare
have stated the strategy more clearly?
WHAT MAKES A PEOPLE'S WAR?
The sociology of revolution, of late, has received
considerable attention. In the light of recent experiences, unlike earlier studies such as Crane Brinton's
classic The Anatomy of Revolution, several newer
books on revolution link i t s success to guerrilla war
and to the participation of the mass of the people,
Insufficient attention has been given, however, t o
what might be called the basis of legitimacy of a
society. Individuals conceptualize through a worldview, a definition of reality a t the center of which are
some assumptions about human nature and about the
basis of values that give the social order a degree of
cohesion or legitimacy. A paradigm (the current "in"
word) is really a subset within this larger worldview.
Thus a shift from a Ptolemaic to a Copernican theory
in astronomy is a paradigm shift that need not disturb
another paradigm concerning molecules. On the other
hand, one can have only one worldview, and, as I
have suggested in Egalitarianism and Empire, though

Perpetuation of the minority myth,
based upon the misreading of the
Adams letter, continues unabated.
they can be combined in a hierarchy, there are only
three sources of value-supernatural, natural, and
positive law-from which one can choose t o construct
the core of a worldview.
In considering whether a given upheaval is only a
rebellion or a true social revolution, little effort has
been made to define exactly what is meant by the
latter. While the degree of social and economic
change, the turnover of the elite, and the extent of
violence are all important aspects, I would suggest
that the most fundamental criterion is whether there
i s a shift in the basis of legitimacy between the old
regime and the new.
What really characterizes a people's war is that the
ideology of legitimacy is the matrix within which the
military struggle is waged. The most critical period in
any revolution, therefore, is the point a t which the
great mass of the people shifts i t s legitimacy from the
value base of the old regime. People's war, whether
through popular support of a regular army, partisan
units, or guerrilla bands, is simply the military effort
t o establish the institutions embodying the new
legitimacy.
THE HEART OF REVOLUTION
That subtle shift in legitimacy is the key aspect of
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the sociology of revolution. Unless it can reestablish
i t s legitimacy, no amount of territory captured or
number of battles won can ever result in a victorious
return of the old regime.
Modern counterinsurgency warfare has too often
concentrated upon the military aspect of the struggle,
but that is not the way of successful revolutionists.
The insurgents' regular army forces can be broken
into partisan units, defeated until there are only
guerrilla groups left, and many of those groups
isolated and destroyed, but the insurgency will not be
defeated unless the legitimacy it has for the mass of
the people is displaced. That, and nothing else, is
what is meant by victory. The dynamics of that shift,
before any real overthrow of the old regime is
accomplished, is crucial t o social revolution.
Revolutions are an example of social change a t i t s
maximum. The great question that has occupied
students of both social change and revolution is, Why,
and under what circumstances, does a questioning of
the old regime take place? In Egalitarianism and
Empire I sought to develop a theory of social change,
which applies not only t o revolution, but also to the
American history, where, as Alexis de Tocqueville
was the first to point out in detail, equality was a
significant factor. I suggested that civilizations tend
t o pass through a cycle from equality, which generates envy, to egalitarianism, aFd finally t o empire.
Without being deliberately alliterative, I would now
add several additional "E'S,'' so that the whole
syndrome might be described: expansion, equality,
envy, egalitarianism, empire, entropy, and extinction.
From the standpoint of social revolution, what is
significant is that in any society there is a constant
tension-which can be thought of as a trianglebetween the beneficiaries of the inequalities of the
old order, those who are striving to increase equality
of opportunity and before the law, and those who
desire egalitarian leveling of status and wealth. Expansion, whether of the market or of territory, softens
the sense of inequality, offers greater opportunity,
and tends t o assuage demands for egalitarianism.
If, however, expansion breeds a certain psychology, so too does contraction of the system. People
become more cognizant of inequalities, and those
who are dissatisfied gravitate toward either equality
or egalitarianism, with a demand for the former often
masking a real desire for the latter. Thus it was that
Tocqueville saw envy as the driving force in the
rampant egalitarianism that characterized the French
Revolution. With these brief comments about social
change, revolution, and. people's war in mind, let us
examine the American Revolution.
SEARCHING FOR NEW LEGITIMACY
The American Revolution cannot be correctly
understood outside of the context of a lingering
debate that had surfaced in the English Revolution
and continued during that almost century and a
quarter that comprised much of the colonial period
july 1976

of American history. At issue was what constitutes a
good society. It was an age in which religion, and this
was true of the American Revolution as well, played
an important role.
As the rise of national states challenged the
supremacy of a Christian religious community,
monarchs such as Henry V l l l attempted to work out
a synthesis between the various sources of law or
value. In supplanting Thomas More's belief in supernatural as superior t o positive, statist law, Henry did
not seek to eliminate other sources of value but to
develop a hierarchy in which it was "natural" that the
king, as head of the state, was by divine ordination
God's choice to rule. This effort t o make nation and
church coincide could hardly satisfy those who, seeing
sin and corruption among those comprising the state,
wished either to purify the church (Puritans) or
separate church from state (Separatist).
Without going into the social, economic, and
political intricacies of the English Revolution, we can
see that the debate involved equality and egalitarianism. That debate about the nature of a Christian
commonwealth took place around the campfires of
the New Model Army. The more conservative members, the leaders, of the revolutionary coalition wer.e
not so much concerned with equality as a general
principle as they were anxious to gain access to that
organized system of coercive inequality known as the
State. The equalitarian position was argued by leaders, such as John Lilburne, of that group known as
Levellers, to the everlasting confusion of future
historians, for their program was essentially libertarian. The Diggers, a much smaller group led by Gerard
Winstanley, took an egalitarian, socialist position.
Even before the restoration of the King, it was clear
the Revolution had faltered far short of the equality
of opportunity and before the law desired by the
libertarian Levellers,
During the next century, including the Glorious
Revolution of 1688-89, there was a continuing debate
about the nature of the English Constitution and the
relationship between the King and the Parliament.
The Whigs, especially that group represented by
pamphleteers such as Thomas Gordon and John
Trenchard, were in many ways the heirs to the
equalitarian ideas of the Levellers.
As might be expected, that debate and aspects of
the alternatives were carried t o the New World and
were reflected in the English efforts a t colonization.
What linked, for example, some of the Puritan leaders
in early Massachusetts with proprietors in the Carolinas was a belief in a rather rigid hierarchical system
of inequality. Even less successful in the New World
were those who envisaged the ideal commonwealth as
a society of leveling communism. After several years
of fulility that "noble experiment" was dropped both
a t Plymouth and a t Jamestown.
Perhaps the most fruitful way t o view the whole
American colonial experience is to see it as a number
of continuing struggles, progressing a t a different pace
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depending on the colony, between those who wished
t o establish some version of a feudal, hierarchical
system of inequality and those favoring equality of
opportunity and before the law. The former argued
for a strong, positive government, while the latter
wanted the State either limited or eliminated. (Recent research by Rowland Berthoff and John M.
Murrin suggesting a feudal revival in the 18th century
raises some question about the strength of the
equalitarians. It is probably safe t o conclude, however, that political participation was on the whole
extended and that some additional mobility existed
in that some able persons were coopted into the
existing system.)
The continuing struggles surfaced most obviously
in the rebellions that shook many of the colonies
before and during the Glorious Revolution. Though
he does not put it in the context sketched above,
Bernard Bailyn's The Origins of American Politics
offers a great deal of evidence to support such an
interpretive framework.
Finally, there i s the relationship between the
colonies and the Mother Country. A t this level also,
the debate would in the end focus around inequality
versus equality. As early as the 1670's some British

The American Patriot David Ramsay
was talking about a ''people's war"
long before Ma0 Tse-tung.
policymakers conceived that the colonies, especially
New England might someday offer an economic and
political challenge t o England, The policy of "salutary neglect" operated for a good part of the 18th
century, postponing a confrontation with that problem, but it began t o change when, after the Great War
for Empire in the mid-I700's, British mercantilist
policymakers sought to fully implement the potential
of the system.

THE STAMP ACT CRISIS
The British effort in 1765 t o collect a revenue
from the colonies through the sale of stamps, t o be
required for numerous items and transactions, coming
as it did on the heels of several other problems, threw
the whole system into disarray. Even that obnoxious
piece of legislation was an effort to curtail the thrust
toward greater equality of opportunity. The tax t o
enter college or the bar was t o be much higher than in
England. Thomas Whately, who drew up the bill,
acknowledged "they were raised . . . considerably in
order t o keep mean persons out of .those situations in
life which they disgrace."
The massive protest in America made some
strange bedfellows, ranging from Samuel Adams,
through more conservative elements, t o members of
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the British system such as Thomas Hutchinson. That
dilemma, or "ordeal" as Bailyn calls it, of ToryLoyalists such as Hutchinson is familiar t o anyone
who has studied colonial rebellions. Marxists use the
term "comprador" t o describe those natives who link
their fortunes to that of the imperial power. William
H. Nelson's little book The American Tory is particularly good in exploring the quandary of such men
when the tensions inherent in the inequalities of the
colonial system come t o the fore. They are truly the
men in the middle.
"Organized mobs" and riots, Sons of Liberty, and a
colonial Stamp Act Congress were all a part of
negating the act, but the actual nullification came in
the unanimous refusal t o buy or use the stamps. As
England backed down, some conservatives were
frightened by the destruction of some of the riots and
protests, such as those by tenants in New York
opposing abuses of the quasi-feudal system. William
Prendergast, the leader of these Levellers (note the
name harking back t o the libertarians of the previous
century), warned that the same arguments used
against stamps certainly must have validity elsewhere
as well.
The Stamp Act initiated over a decade of debate

British policymakers never
understood that the Americans had
almost unanimously united behind
the idea that they would not submit
to taxation without representation.
~~
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among Americans about the British Constitution and
the place of the colonies within it. In essence it was a
discussion of the basic legitimacy of the system, and
it certainly was not clarified by the fact that a debate
over the Constitution had been going on in England
itself. What British policymakers after the Stamp Act
protest never understood was that the Americans had
almost unanimously united behind the idea that they
would not submit to taxation without representation.
In the several confrontations that were to follow, the
Americans never wavered from that view, which is a t
root an aspect of equality before the law. In the
debate the Americans were clarifying in their own
minds the basic legitimacy of their beliefs-a very
arduous and often slow process-and heatedly discussing the proper response t o British actions as new
groups were drawn into the protest coalition.

REVOLUTION: BEG INNINGS
A second round in the struggle began in 1767 with
the British decision to pursue the Townshend duties
on items such as paper, glass, lead, painters' colors,
and tea. The American argument against this so-called
external tax was best summed up in John Dickinson's
"Letters from a Farmer in Pennsylvania to the
Inhabitants of the British Colonies," which appeared
'
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serially in newspapers and then was widely published
as a pamphlet. This time the American response took
the form of nonimportation agreements. While they
began with merchants in the leading port cities, they
would not have been effective had not a large
segment of the population participated. In fact,
before the British capitulation in 1770, it i s clear that
the initiative in enforcing such agreements was
increasingly taken by organizations of artisans and
mechanics which formed the backbone of the popular
protests, led by leaders such as Samuel Adams,
Alexander MacDougall, Charles Thomson, and Christopher Gadsden.
In a very real sense, however, the Americans were
already beginning t o fashion a new paradigm. Samuel
Adams later admitted that it was about 1768 when
the possibility of independence first began to take
shape in his thinking, But as Merrill Jensen has noted,
some of the leaders used terms such as "citizen,"
"commonwealth," and "independence" only after
they had long been found in anonymous articles and
letters in American newspapers. Certainly the colonies were far from united on any alternative and were
relieved a t the lull after 1770. Many had disliked the
infringement on the market and on property rights
that had been a part of public pressure brought t o
bear in the economic boycotts.
But things were not completely quiet during 1770
and after. There were the Boston "Massacre," continuing tensions between American smugglers and the
British navy and customs commissioners, and efforts
by the British t o take away from the Americans the
power of purse to pay various governmental salaries,
as well as much of the court system, as American
juries refused to convict on cases involving smuggling.
A major result of these continuing problems was that
the Americans extended formal Committees of Correspondence t o facilitate communication between the
various colonies with respect t o the latest British
actions and how best to respond to them.
It is significant that the action that initiated the
final crisis-the Tea Act-was intimately connected
with the struggle between inequality and equality of
opportunity and before the law. The ultimate form of
economic inequality is monopoly, which, as the most
consistent of the Austrian School of economists,
Murray Rothbard, has argued, can only be maintained
by State intervention. The Tea Act was a mercantilist
effort to aid that gross example of inefficiency and
monopoly mercantiIism,'the East India Company.
Boston's Tea Party was the extreme form of
protest that shook all four of the major port cities.
The public sentiment behind the Tea Party was
evident in the inability of the British to find out the
identity of the "Indians" who had carried out the
raid. (The Indians were careful, by the way, to
replace some property that was damaged by mistake,
housed as it was in a chest resembling those holding
the tea.)
When the British resDonded with what the Amerijuly 1976

cans came t o call the "Intolerable Acts,'' the Americans reacted in two ways. Most directly, there was a
massive outpouring of aid t o Massachusetts, sent in
through Salem and elsewhere, since Boston's port had
been closed. British attempts t o reduce Massachusetts
to a conquered province made it clear t o every colony
that the government could a t any time inflict such
punishment on them as well. The second reaction,
ironically at-the pressure of some of the conservatives, who feared some more precipitous action, was
the calling of a Continental Congress.
RADICALS GAIN STRENGTH
The proceedings of the Congress demonstrated the
growing strength of those Americans who refused to
back down in the face of British coercion. The
conservative Joseph Galloway's plan for reconciliation failed t o pass, while the Congress initiated an
Association t o enforce a boycott of British goods.
In any successful revolution, however, the key
factor is the shift in values that takes place long
before any fighting, and i t was that process to which
John Adams referred when he said that "the revolution was in the mind and hearts of the people and in
the union of the colonies, both of which were
accomplished before hostilities commenced." As
Richard Henry Lee, among others, pointed out in the
Congress, while custom, colonial charters, and the
British Constitution all were a part of the American
argument, in the final analysis it rested upon the idea
of natural law.
At the same time, the Americans were coming to
reject any notion of the divine right of kings. Jokes
about the King became commonplace among the
people, a sure sign of the loss of legitimacy, Over a
year later Thomas Paine, in his bestselling pamphlet
Common Sense, was to capture the essence of
American thinking: "A French bastard landing with
an armed banditti and establishing himself king of
England against the consent of the natives, is in plain
terms a very paltry rascally original. I t certainly hath
no divinity in it."
It was not, of course, until July 1776 that enough
of the more conservative delegates in the Congress,
under growing popular pressures, would consent to a
Declaration of Independence as the logical culmination of a protest movement that had not impressed
upon the British government the slightest recognition
that the Americans had any rights whatsoever.
Thomas Jefferson's comment about the Declaration,
that great natural law statement, made years later, is
worth citing:
When forced, therefore, t o resort to arms for
redress, an appeal t o the tribunal of the world
was deemed proper for our justification. This
was the object of the Declarati,on of Independence. Not to find out new principles, or new
arguments, never before thought of, not merely
to say things which had never been said before;
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- but to place before mankind the common sense
of the subject,' in terms so plain and firm as to
command their assent, and t o justify ourselves in
the independent stand we [were] compelled t o
take. Neither aiming a t originality of principle or
sentiment, nor yet copied from any particular
and previous writing, it was intended to be an
expression of the American mind, and to give t o
that expression the proper tone and the spirit
called for by the occasion.
But the actions of the Americans in late 1774 and
early 1775, even before the fighting that broke out a t
Lexington and Concord on April 19, is the best
evidence that the British government had lost i t s
legitimacy in the eyes of Americans long before it was
officially recognized. Operating through local and
state committees right up to the Congress, the
Association moved t o set up what the French in
Vietnam would later call "parallel hierarchies," that
is, an alternate governmental system reflecting the
will of the great majority of the people. Almost
intuitively the Americans understood that they could
never be beaten if the revolutionary committees
continued to function as the, legitimate representa-

The protest movement had not
impressed upon the British the
slightest recognition that the
Americans had any rights
whatsoever.
tives of the people and in concert with a militia
whose primary task it was to keep order in their
locale.
Though British commanders such as General
Thomas Gage later came to realize that they faced an
entire, aroused country, Gage a t first took the lack of
American protest against the Intolerable Acts as a
sign that they would be accepted. This was a
complete misreading of the situation. People no
longer bother to protest against institutions that they
have rejected as illegitimate. The Americans were too
busy setting up a militia, a government, and the
apparatus to feed Massachusetts t o bother much
with further protests. Authority, without legitimacy,
is reduced to the use of naked force. And that was all
the British had left by 1775. The American response
to British actions was a magnificient example of what
I have referred to as "intersticism" (REASON,
June 1975).

PEOPLE'S WAR
The essence of people's war is ideological. If a true
social revolution were anything less than the overwhelming mass of a society shifting the basis of
legitimacy, the society would simply fragment. The
essence of leadership is found in the two-way
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relationship and dialogue between the leaders and the
larger mass of the people as the former articulate that
shift in thinking. Once that shift has occurred, there
is an opportunity for the leadership, operating within
the broad parameters of that new legitimacy, which is
necessarily abstract, to direct policy on some spetific
issues in ways that may not reflect the thinking of the
majority of the people. I f they transgress those
parameters, as happened in Russia after 1917, they
may, in fact, literally "gut" the revolution and bring
it t o a grinding halt.
In emphasizing, however, that mass of Americans
which shifted the basis of i t s view of legitimacy,
joined in protest and economic boycott against the
British, fought t o defend i t s rights and property, and
eventually proclaimed i t s independence, I do not wish
to obscure some of the differences within that
revolutionary coalition. One cleavage, as noted earlier, focused around equality, as I have defined it, as
opposed t o egalitarianism. Some wanted a national
power, while others hoped t o see government, t o the
extent it existed, essentially a t the state or local level.
Finally, to oversimplify for the sake of brevity, an
important division existed between those who desired
a republic and those who wanted an empire. Given

Expansionist dreams of empire o f e n
took precedence over the idea of a
people's war of self-defense.
those variables, all kinds of combinations were
possible. The American Revolution might be termed
"an anticolonial, civil, expansionist, people's war."
The "hooker," in that it contradicted the other three
factors and therefore prevented their speedier realization, was the "expansionist" aspect of the war.
John Adams was one American who worried about
empire, characterized by arbitrary, centralized government, as a recurring phenomenon in history. On
the other hand, Americans such as Benjamin Franklin
gloried in the idea of "this rising American Empire."
Adams was understandably upset about the consistency and aims of a war effort that, with the British
trapped in Boston late in 1775, did not organize t o
push them into the sea but wasted i t s manpower on
what proved t o be a disastrous expansionist adventure
in Canada. To be sure, there was a British and Indian
threat along the frontier, but the American response
in the case of expeditions, such as that of George
Rogers Clark, would seem t o indicate that expansioni s t dreams of empire of took precedence over the idea
of a people's war of self-defense. Those Americans
who believe that the, debate over whether this nation
should be a republic or an empire-and it cannot be
both in the long run-erupted in the 1960's, or even
the 1 8 9 0 ' ~are
~ simply mistaken. That fatal contradic-
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tion was there from the beginning.
One of the most important indications of the
enormous popular support for the war can be seen in
the Americans' ability t o control the countryside
through committees and militia, to fight the British,
Hessians and Tories in a traditional and guerrilla war,
to battle the English Navy a t sea, and even t o engage
in some expansionist adventures in Canada and the
West. I t took some time for American leaders to grasp
the essentials of guerrilla war, and Washington,
despite his magnificent qualities as a leader, never
quite adapted t o that idea. But Nathaniel Greene, and
especially Daniel Morgan, Francis Marion, and
Andrew Pickens, was the equal of any of the great
guerrilla or partisan warfare leaders in military history. The war also had a way of weeding out
commanders who owed their positions t o statusinequality or had been elected for their popularity by
fellow members of the militia. It took time, and some
defeats, but the leaders who finally emerged were
those who, given the opportunity, had been able to
produce victories.
Leaders such as Washington were constantly downgrading the militia, but the truth is, when used
properly and with imagination, the militia fought
well. They were intelligent enough t o see l i t t l e sense
t o the "stand up and fire a t the other guy" tactic that
characterized warfare then, and. like any other troops
they would scatter under an enormous artillery
barrage, but in the end they made the difference.
Like guerrilla fighters through the ages, the Americans often went back t o their farms, but they always
returned t o fight again, or as General Greene put it,
"We fight, get beat, and rise t o fight again." And, as
the military historian John Shy has observed: "The
militia never failed in a real emergency. . . From the
British viewpoint, the militia was the virtually inexhaustible reservoir of rebel military manpower, and it
was also the sand in the gears of the Qacification
machine."

.

IN BRITISH EYES
The British never understood that the Tory-Loyalists were only about one-sixth of the population, and
that number shrank in the face of British atrocities
and depredations as the war dragged on. Thus the
American leader Andrew Pickens originally signed a
loyalty oath but joined the conflict after the British
destroyed his property. The Americans also practiced
terror on the Tories, i f "coercive persuasion" failed t o
carry the day, but it was strategic and selective, never
threatening American legitimacy, whereas British
reprisals against the population, the worst usually by
Tories, were random and without real purpose.
The youth of the American troops was an indication of the widespread participation of a male
population that only averaged sixteen years of age.
Washington, the commander in chief, was only 43, his
aide, Hamilton, a mere 20, but these were old men
compared t o many in the army. Andrew Jackson was
july 1976

only 14 when wounded; the first atrocity of the war
was probably committed by a 12-year-old as the
wounded British tried t o retreat from Concord; and
even Americans a t first made fun of the youth of
"Swamp Fox" Marion's band of fighters. British
political generals might initially make fun of the
Americans and talk of quickly ending the war t o
return home soon, but the British who had t o face
the young Americans in the field found little to make
fun of.
In America, the British soon learned that they
faced a nation in arms against them. They knew this
was true in New England and never dared a land
campaign there after Lexington, Concord, or Breed's
Hill, and soon even abandoned their enclave in
Boston. It was in the middle colonies that British
sympathy was supposedly strongest, and until late in
the war some British commanders continued t o hold
t o the myth of a vast Tory uprising should the army
venture out t o help them. In the face of that pipe
dream was the reality of the American militia
swarming around General Burgoyne's forces a t Saratoga, and the fact that even in Pennsylvania it took
over 3,000 British troops t o guard the 15 miles of
road over which supply wagons traveled from Chester
to Philadelphia, and even then many fell victim t o
America militia. Late in the war, when the Hessians
ventured out from New York t o link up with these
nonexistent Tory legions, they found themselves
under constant harassment by the militia in New
Jersey and quickly retreated to their enclave. Finally,
we know what happened t o General Cornwallis's
forces a t the conclusion of his costly campaign in the
South,

GUERRILLA WAR
The British won many of the major battles-they
could never win the war. The real story of the war
was the continual harassment the Americans inflicted,
much of which did not, and never will, make the
history books. The great British problem was morale,
as the English military historian Eric Robson suggested several decades ago. In typical guerrilla fashion
the Americans would quickly attack and then retreat.
The British seldom ventured out after dark in less
than battalion strength, and the Americans knew
their movements. As early as February 1777, Captain
James Murray described "a pretty amusement known
by the name of foraging or fighting for our daily
bread. As the rascals are skulking about the whole
country, it i s impossible t o move with any degree of
safety without a pretty large escort." And, as Robson
concluded, "continual harassment is worse than
occasional large-scale actions t o men whose morale is
deteriorating."
It was not only that the British found themselves
in a country that was hostile t o them outside their
enclave in New York City. There was a strong antiwar
movement back in England, which, in the long run,
was also important. Some of the best men in the
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army and navy refused to serve against the Americans, and that was one factor in the disastrous
decision to hire Hessians to fight in America.
Once there had been a shift in legitimacy, the
American rejection of the British peace offerings of
1778, which might have made some sense if offered
many years before, was predictable. In fact, it was
foreseen by a Scottish philosopher, Adam Smith, who
was one of the intellectuals belatedly consulted by
the government that year, and whose memorandum
on the options, from his libertarian perspective,
was probably not much heeded or appreciated.
In the end, there was only one debate possible
within the high councils of the British military:
whether to initiate a really bloody war of attrition
and reprisal against the hostile Americans on the
assumption that this was the way to halt a "domino
effect," lest any of the other 17 British colonies in
the New World become infected with the republican
virus that had affected 13 of them. After all, a
counterinsurgency policy that killed enough Americans could convince other colonists it wai better t o
be alive than free, It i s a lasting credit to the British
that they rejected that formula, fit only for fanatics
who had completely lost sight of the goal for which
they once strove, which was, after all, to win back the
hearts and minds of the American people.
That rejection was well described by a young
officer, Colonel Charles Stuart, who doubted the
capacity of the British t o wage such a war of violent
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attrition and worried what its effects might be upon
the men who were asked to carry out "a war of
ravage and destruction" when it was clear that no
"acts of severity will cause these people t o submit,"
though the army had already inflicted "every species
of barbarity" with no other result than to plant "an
irrecoverable hatred'' in the mind of every American.
ABOUT THE REVOLUTION
It i s very difficult t o break off this narrative and
analysis, which I also found hard to confine t o a small
book. There are, however, several interrelated points
that I should like t o make about the revolution and
the war.
The first is that, despite the fact that the means by
which the American Revolution progressed were not
so very different from revolutionary struggles of the
past and of this century as some Americans have a t
times imagined, it was a very different and radical
revolution in i t s ends, That legitimacy shift toward
natural law, republicanism, and sovereignty of the
people was something very new, and the Americans
of that era realized it and were justly proud of the
fact.
Secondly, it was the one great revolution in history

It was the one great revolution in
history in which the idea of equality
triumphed .
in which the idea of equality triumphed over. either
an accommodation with the inequalities of the old
order, or radical egalitarianism. There is ample evidence that egalitarianism lurked just beneath the
surface, ready to explode. Though there is not space
t o explore this complex issue here, a realization of
the fact was perhaps the central motive of those, who
were essentially equalitarians, who finally pushed for
the adoption of the Constitution. The key t o understanding that is to look neither a t the nationalists of
1776, who remained so in 1787, nor a t the confederationists, who were consistently so over those 1 1
years, but a t those leaders in the middle, who shifted.
to a position advocating a national government.
They did so reluctantly, not so much t o protect
their property in the narrow sense, but because they
saw a "newer" type of popular, egalitarian political
leader coming to power a t the local and state levels
who found in government the key to his fortune.
They saw in a national government a means of
checking that kind of egalitarianism. What they
accomplished was t o postpone i t s reemergence as a
force t o be reckoned with for almost 40 years. But it
did return, for the Jacksonian movement was composed of an incredibly unstable coalition of equalitarians, egalitarians, and even slaveholders, who
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wanted inequality. A good clue t o the equality versus
egalitarian nature of the conflict in 1787-89 is that
the Federalist meetings invariably selected their best
men t o represent them in conventions, while the
egalitarian-envy destructiveness of the Anti-Federalists often led them to choose their less able representatives.
Thirdly, the chance for a unique American equality
owes an enormous debt t o the British, who chose not
t o pursue a long, drawn-out war of counterinsurgency
attrition, unlike the total warriors of the 20th
century. R. R . Palmer is the only one, to my
knowledge, to speculate, even though briefly, on
what America might be like had the British attempted to pursue that alternative, The Americans would
have won that much longer, bloody encounter also,
and, as Page Smith notes, the French alliance was
more an obstacle, despite Yorktown, than an advantage. But as Palmer suggests, the American society
that emerged from such a conflict would have been
much different. I believe it would have been more
statist, egalitarian, and intolerantly nationalistic,
much like many of the societies of the 20th century
that have been pushed in that direction, even more
than might otherwise have been the case, by continued Western, often American, intervention.
Imagine the degree of militarism that would have
characterized American society, one in which the
young boys would have spent much of their lives in a
war of atrocity against the British. They most
certainly would not have put much of a premium on
human life, and, how would they have felt about
liberty?
Finally, the debate over a republic versus an empire
i s not new, but goes back t o the birth of the nation.
Our present antirevolutionary posture is but one
indication of the progress of the imperial half of that
unstable equation.
What then, can this generation of Americans learn
from that people's war of two hundred years ago?
First, we must kindle the desire for equality of
opportunity and before the law in our own society t o
counter the present push toward either inequality or
egalitarianism, which, ironically, with i t s socialist
elite, ends up being a new kind of inequality.
Secondly, equality is best fostered by severely limiting the power of government and by the free market,
not by a schooling system with pieces of paper
(degrees) so dear t o American mandarin intellectuals
since Jefferson, who was himself something of a
Confucian. Thirdly, we must eliminate, once and for
all, that imperial quest for power that has repeatedly
contradicted the desire for a republic based on liberty
and law. Finally, intervening in other revolutions,
whether because of that imperial thrust or with the
best of intentions, where the push for equality is very
weak a t best in the fight against feudal inequality, can
only result in a more rapid victory for egalitarianism.
Let us strive not for the power of the Great Society, but for the creativity of the Good Society.
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Libertam
Revolution
MURRAY N. ROTHBARD
With the beginning of the American Revolutionary
War a t the outbreak of Lexington and Concord, two
truths about the Revolution already stand out clearly.
One is that the Revolution was genuinely and
enthusiastically supported by the great majority of
the American population. It was a true people's war
against British rule. The American rebels could
certainly not have concluded the first successful war
of national liberation in history, a war against the
world's greatest naval and military power, unless they
had commanded the support o f the American people.
As David Ramsay, the first great historian of the
American Revolution, put it in 1789: "The War was
the people's war , the exertions of the army would
have been insufficient to effect the revolution, unless
the great body of the people had been prepared for it,
and also kept in a constant disposition to oppose
Great Britain. "[For a discussion of the Revolution as
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a majority movement, see the article in this issue by
William Marina - Ed.]
A second truth that emerges is the egregious fallacy
of the view endemic among historians of all ideological persuasions that there is a large and necessary
dichotomy between political or moral principle and
economic self-interest. Historians friendly to the
Revolution have insisted that the Americans fought
for political freedom, for independence, for constitutional rights, or for democracy; critical historians
maintain that the fight was merely for economic
reasons, for defense of property and trade against
British interference. But why must the two be
sundered? Why may not a defense of American
liberty and property, of political and economic rights
be conjoined? The merchants rebelling against the
stamp tax, or sugar or tea taxes, or restrictions of the
Navigation Laws, were battling for their rights of
property and trade free from interference. In doing
so, they were battling for their own property and for
the rights of liberty a t the same time. The American
masses, similarly, were battling for all property rights,
for their own as well as those of the merchants, and
acting also in their capacity as consumers fighting
against British taxes and restrictions.
In reality there need be no dichotomy between
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